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Change in a Complex world







A System is not Flat:
Cascading Risks and Systems



A Way
Forward

CASCADING RISKS



2008  
Financial Crisis

2020
Real World Crisis 

Our inability to address the future both in terms of the risk 
the future presents to the present and the risk the present 
generates on the future, lays us on the past of catastrophic 
failure as both the 2008 and Covid-19 have shown. 
 
Our inability to think and act in the long-term is creating 
cascading effects and impacts on our possible futures. 
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AN AGE OF RISKS



System & context:
The Overton house



EXTRINSIC INTRINSIC
NEW

REALITY

Human as a high!
cognitive!

emotional being

do we like to participate in the planetary!
intelligence of do we like to be directed by it?

education

labour infrastructure

institutional infrastructure

environmental infrastructure

civic intelligence

freedom infrastructure

institutional infrastructure

just environmental infrastructure

competition, standardisation, linear awareness, consciousness, collective,!discovery

robotic, reward, social recognition, ownership

collaborative, adative, distributed, decentralisationshort- term, optimisation for competition, biasing rules,

abundance as a foundation, purpose driven discovery work

non- relational regenerative systems of life, equal access

Drive automation to shift!
the value of the human

Enable ability for humans!
to care, create, craft,!
complexity, cognition

Create demand!
for new human!
development!
capacity

SHORT- TERM
NARCISSISM
PRECARIOUSNESS
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Remove Precariousness

Folkskols

accounting,!
contracting,!

property!
rights,!
language

Quiet / Dark Streets

accounting,!
contracting,!

property!
rights,!
language

Accounting for mental loads

CARE
CRAFT
CREATIVITY
COGNITION
COMPLEXITY

Independance

OLD/CURRENT
REALITY

Interdependance

incentive!
driven

situational!
contex

Human as an!
economic agent

5C Economy
Transitioning towards a 21st century economy
draft 1. 20200924 Dark Matter Labs



Systems in uncertainty:
Capability Building



Scaffolding
the emergency 
transition

Managing
cascading risks

Building
capacity for 
anti-fragility

HORIZON 01
Responding to known crises

HORIZON 02
Preparing for crises that are knowable

HORIZON 03
Statecraft for an Age of Unknowable Risk

Foundational
capacity

Future civic risks 
sense-making

Constructing social 
legitimacy

Devolution or 
response and 
solutioning

Reinventing public 
investment

A Way
Forward



System Failure:
Deep Code Errors



Deep code errors 
What is the root problem?

Silos in decision 
making and action 

Lack of capacity to 
collaborate and innovate

Instrumentalism 
Using simple solutions to 

respond to complex 
problems for efficiency

Lack of 
accountability 
mechanisms 

Shared responsibility

Lack of adequate 
representation  

 Diversity and inclusion in 
decision-making/policy-

making

Incentive failure 
Strong incentives 
to drive change

Lack of shared 
language 

Tools to build common 
understanding

Short term 
optimisation &  
zero-sum game 

Competition based

c

Inability to  
account for the 

whole system and 
complexity   
Multiple levels of 

disconnection & capitalism



System Financing:
Perpetual Bonds & Smart Covenants. 



houses hospitals

Healthcare cost as a result of poor quality 
housing (UK) since this exhibition opened:

13,555 1,555

insulated 
homes

10,035

solar 
panels

10,398,499

£



Million Dollar Block



Social 
investment



Social 
investment
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Findings

To understand the High Line’s effect on surrounding property 
prices, we analysed publicly available valuation data from NYC’s 
Department of Finance.

When we grouped properties in bands roughly one kilometre wide 
from the High Line, we could see that between 2007 (when 
construction started) and 2018, properties closer to the High Line 
experienced a greater value increase on average than those 
further away. The mean property value uplift for houses within 
1km of the High Line was 92% more than the Manhattan mean. 
Or put another way — if you owned an apartment in that 1km, you 
earned on average about $67,000 a year from the uplift alone.

The justification for public spending on the High Line is that the 
extra value it creates will be captured eventually by taxes. In New 
York, the main way of doing this is through property taxes. Yet In 
the case of the High Line, property taxes only captured a tiny 
amount of the value that the project directly contributed to. 

If we solely look within 500m of the park their combined market 
value has gone up by $9.1bn between 2007–2018, yet if they’d 
gone up by the Manhattan mean, they would have only hit around 
$5.7bn. That means for properties within 500m of the High Line, it 
has contributed to $3.4bn of additional value, whilst property tax 
revenue has only gone up by $103m. That’s a big gap. $3.1bn to 
be exact. All of which is generated by public investment and that’s 
escaped public capture.

…

Smart 
Covenant

Mapping average property value uplift
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OUR MISSION AND VISION
design matrix for experiments 

draft version 2.0 (26.06.19)
created by Dark Matter

Time (temporal)

SOCIAL NETWORK
eg. communities, neighborhoods

ENVIRONMENTAL & SOCIETAL
eg. cities, cultures, financing

DEEP CODE

INDIVIDUAL

THRIVING

PREVENTATIVE

TREATMENT

FAILURE TO TREAT

Scale of innovation
(spatial)

Strategic experiments
(system acupuncture)

Pro-Social Public 
Services

- Unlocking the 
Power of 

Relationships

Neighbourhood Human
Flourishing Index 

for High
Automation 
Economies

Smart Social Impact
Financing 2.0

- Payment on value 
sharing not costs

Next Generation 
People’s
Schools

Dark Sky Places for 
Better Human 
Well-being

Intuitive & 
Holistic Food

Mental Well Being
AI/Human Digital 

Coaches App



A. Deeper Change



…& Beyond 
Reintroducing the Grand Challenges  

05
A Way
Forward

But, the scale and scope of 
challenges our civilisation faces 
cannot be limited to an incremental 
evolutionary risk management alone 
–  focused passively on conserving, 
sustaining, mitigating liabilities and/ 
or addressing market failure fixes.



Societies built for 
Human 

Development & 
discovery in an 

age of automation 

Societies built 
with nature in an 

age of new 
cohabitation  

Societies 
embracing 

stewardship and 
citizenship 

Societies 
organised for 

Long Termism

A Way
Forward

FOUR CRITICAL MISSIONS FOR THE FUTURE





TIME increasing One Health 

Mental  
Health & 
Wellbeing

Cognitive & 
Emotional  

Functioning

Learning &  
Development

Thriving, 
Inclusive 
Economy & 
Society  

for higher 
performance 
cognitive, 
emotional & 

relational being
One 

Health

Individual

Societal

Familial
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HUMAN DEVELOPMENT & DISCOVERY  



LONG TERM SOCIETIES



Outcomes 
Contract

Open
Platform

Lead Markets

Flow chart of an example green infrastructure project, showing a possible ecosystem 
and social benefit analysis for multiple beneficiaries

NATURAL ASSETS ECONOMY



SOCIETIES EMBRACING STEWARDSHIP 



A Way
Forward

3 2 1 10
HORIZONS

2 3

redefining our relationships
Independent

redefining our relationships
Interdependant

individual

societal

societalso
ci
et
al

societal

thing(s) human(s)

futurenature

TRENDS
climate breakdown

equality/in-equality
aging populations

automation
connected technologies

DRIVERS
independence culture norm

deforestation
capital concentration

etc.

DRIVERS
open source

number of healthy days lived
circular economies

etc.

Carbon buying

Removing
injustice

Accounting trees as value

Indigenous land rights

Emotions/morals
curriculums

Long-term
curriculums

Deep geological
time arts

Empty chair for 
future generations

A forest for
every building

creative
commons

co-habitation
restoration

Self organising assets

P2P community 
'commitment' 

currencies

Intergenerational
citizen assemblies

Young people's
consultation board

HR contracts for
emotional labour

Sewage data
tracking public health

Neighbourhood 
innovation 

ecosystems

Real time policy feed 
back based on 
pollution data

Community fridge

Compassionate 
communities

Civic Ai, human & 
machine feed back

Outcome based rental contracts

Viable real-time
micro payments

Location based 
licensing

Digital transparent
supply chains

Perpetual bond home 
financing

100 year cross-silo 
budgets

Border less
employment rights

green infrastructure as a cost

infinite world mindset

prohibition of freedom of speech

tech as digitisation

controlled psychological care

symptom treating health care

ip laws

extractive business models

silo budgeting

Hybrid ownership network

Long-term bonus
payout for senior exec's

Smart covenant

Virtual addresses for 
homeless

Finite world
mind set

Amateur gardening 
platform for common 

greens

Wellbeing 
budget

‘True cost’ 
Accounting

System-
oriented

balance sheets

Citizen natural
resources trusts

Universal basic
assets

!

Natural assets as 
citizens

Preventative health 
care
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Governing in an Age of Long Emergencies



CRITICAL MISSIONS
Three Horizons & Beyond  

Earth Rise -1968, Apollo 8

A Way
Forward

We will need social imagination,  
and our work must fundamentally offer a window for us to look 

up in the sky and wonder at our place in the stars. 
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